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Abstract. With the increasing expansion of renewable energies in Ger-
many, the temporary electricity surplus is rising and with it the need for
large-scale energy storage. In this research, a systematic comparison of
different concepts for large-scale storage of electrical energy is carried out
based on technical and economic parameters. The investigated concepts
include a diabatic compressed air energy storage power plant (CAES), an
adiabatic compressed air energy storage power plant (ACAES), a hydro-
gen compressed air energy storage power plant (HCAES) as well as a
hydrogen energy storage power plant with a gas turbine (HES-GT) and
a hydrogen storage power plant with a fuel cell (HES-FC).

The round-trip efficiency and the storage capacity of each storage
power plant concept are determined using simplified thermodynamic cor-
relations. The charging capacities range between 3.9 GWh (CAES) and
81.8 GWh (HES) with round-trip efficiencies from 28% (HES-GT) to
69% (ACAES). The technology readiness level is estimated between 8
(CAES) and 4 (ACAES). The investment costs of each component are
determined with cost functions based on thermodynamic parameters and
an extensive literature review. The analysis additionally includes the abil-
ity to provide ancillary services, greenhouse gas emissions, storage losses
and demand of land. Results show that the hydrogen compressed air
energy storage (HCAES) is the best storage option when all criteria are
weighted equally. CAES is not suitable for a renewable energy system
due to carbon emissions and ACAES and HES-FC both have a low TRL
and high investment costs. However, all energy storage concepts have dif-
ferent advantages and development potential and the suitability of any
concept depends on the use case.

Keywords: large-scale energy storage · compressed air energy
storage · hydrogen energy storage · efficiency · storage capacity

1 Introduction

With the increasing expansion of renewable energies to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions in Germany, the temporary electricity surplus is rising and with it
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Table 1. Nomenclature or symbols and indexes.

Symbol Description Symbol Description Index Description Index Description

A area T temperature A air H hydrogen

C costs V volume C compressor HE heat exchanger

cP spec. heat capacity W work/energy CC combustion chamber HP high pressure

m, ṁ mass (flow) β pressure ratio ch charging LP low pressure

P electrical power ε effectiveness dch discharging R recuperation

p pressure η efficiency E electrolysis SC salt cavern

Q heat κ heat capacity ratio FC fuel cell T turbine

R spec. gas constant ρ density G generator TS thermal storage

the need for energy storage. Besides small-scale, residential storage systems and
short-term balancing storage systems, the need for large-scale, long-term energy
storage rises in correlation with the share of renewable energy in the energy
system. A study by Agora Energiewende found that a combination of 7 GW of
short-term storage and 16 GW of long-term storage poses the highest savings
potential in an energy system with 90% renewable energy in Germany [1]. A
more recent study suggests 50 GW of battery storage and 7 GW of pumped
hydropower storage for a 100% renewable energy system in Germany (full report
of [2]) (Table 1).

Energy storage technologies are often classified with regard to the ratio of
energy and power. Technologies with a discharging duration of less than 24 h
are considered short-term storage systems and are also characterized by high
cycle numbers and high cycle efficiencies. A discharging duration of 24 h and
more as well as low cycle number and low cycle efficiencies are criteria of long-
term storage [3, Chap. 2]. Batteries, pumped hydropower and compressed air
energy storage are often considered short-term storage systems, whereas hydro-
gen storage is considered a long-term storage option [3, Chap. 2]. However, for
compressed air energy storage, the sizing of power and storage capacity do not
depend on each other. High storage capacities and a comparably low discharging
power can lead to discharging durations greater than 24 h (as it is shown later
in this paper).

The evaluation and comparison of energy storage concepts has been widely
investigated in literature. Klumpp [4] compares pumped hydropower, adiabatic
compressed air and hydrogen energy storage based on efficiency, storage capacity
and specific investment costs. Blanco et al. [5] gives a review of over 60 studies
on the role of long-term energy storage in future energy systems. Yu et al. [6]
conduct a comparison of pumped hydropower, compressed air, hydrogen energy
storage and heat storage for improving wind power integration. Several medium-
scale energy storage concepts with 100 kW discharging power such as pumped
hydropower, compressed air, hydrogen and batteries are analysed based on the
energy and exergy efficiency in [7]. Schmidt et al. [8] project the future levelized
cost of storage for pumped hydro, compressed air, flywheel, different battery
technologies, hydrogen and supercapacitors. Zakeri et al. [9] give a compara-
tive life cycle cost analysis of electrical energy storage systems such as pumped
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hydrogen, compressed air, batteries and hydrogen. Pérez et al. [10] conduct a
life cycle assessment of large-scale underground storage concepts. The carbon
footprint of energy storage concepts including hydrogen, compressed air and
batteries is calculated in [11]. Astiaso Garcia at al. [12] analyze the potential
of hydrogen storage in Europe based on potential locations, excess renewable
energy and regulatory frameworks. Budt at al. [13] classify and compare different
compressed air energy storage concepts including diabatic, adiabatic an isother-
mal. Luo et al. [14] give an overview of current developments within compressed
air energy storage concepts. In [15], different compressed air energy storage con-
cepts are discussed based on recent advances in materials and other development
efforts. Yu et al. [16] analyze the influence of different thermodynamic parame-
ters on the performance of a compressed air energy storage power plant. Safaei
et al. [17] conduct a thermodynamic analysis of three compressed air energy stor-
age concepts (diabatic, adiabatic and hydrogen-fueled with a high-temperature
electrolysis system). Barbour et al. [18] give a review of adiabatic compressed
air energy storage research and discuss the challenges of commissioning such a
plant.

To the authors’ knowledge, a systematic comparison of large-scale energy
storage systems based on both technical and economic criteria with uniform
input parameters has not been done yet. Within this research, it is attempted to
compare five large-scale, long-term energy storage concepts based on the stor-
age of a gaseous medium in underground salt caverns. Pumped hydro storage
and batteries are not included within this comparison. Pumped hydro storage
is severely limited by geological conditions [5] and is considered a short-term
storage technology with a few exceptions in Norway and the Alps [3, Chap. 2].
The average discharging time of different battery technologies does not exceed
10 h and existing stationary battery storage systems do not surpass a capacity
of 100 MWh and a nominal power of 50 MW [19].

The paper has the following structure: Sect. 2 gives an overview of large-scale
energy storage concepts and their components. Input parameters are described in
Sect. 3 and criteria for comparison are defined in Sect. 4. The results are analyzed
in Sect. 5. Results are compared to literature values of the analyzed concepts,
lithium-ion batteries and pumped hydropower energy storage. The results are
discussed in Sect. 6 and Sect. 7 presents the conclusions. Detailed formulae for
the thermodynamic calculations are presented in the appendix.

2 Concepts of Large-Scale Energy Storage Power Plants

A diabatic compressed air energy storage (CAES) power plant consists, similar
to a gas turbine power plant, of a compressor, a combustion chamber, a gas tur-
bine and a synchronous machine. However, a CAES power plant also includes a
compressed air storage unit. This leads to time-independent air compression and
generation of electrical energy. In charging mode, electrical energy is used to com-
press air which is stored in underground salt caverns. In discharging mode, the
compressed air is reheated using the combustion natural gas and then expanded
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to ambient pressure while electrical energy is fed into the grid. The synchronous
machine can work as a motor or as a generator by decoupling it from either the
turbine or the compressor [20].

Only two CAES power plants have been commissioned worldwide so far: in
Huntorf (Germany) and McIntosh (USA) [13]. The plant in Huntorf was com-
missioned in 1978 and has two turbine stages and a nominal power of 321 MW
in discharging mode [21]. The combined volume of the two compressed air salt
caverns is 310 000 m3. The salt caverns operate in a pressure range of 43 to
70 bar [13]. A derivative of the Huntorf power plant is the CAES power plant
in McIntosh, which went into operation in 1991. The biggest difference is the
exhaust gas recuperation, which uses waste heat from the exhaust gas down-
stream of the low-pressure turbine to preheat the compressed air upstream of
the high-pressure combustion chamber. The CAES power plant at McIntosh has
three compressor stages and four turbine stages. At 538 000 m3, the salt cavern
is significantly larger than in Huntorf, but the nominal discharging power is only
110 MW [22].

The diabatic CAES has two decisive disadvantage in today’s world: Natural
gas is the subject of political disputes and the use of it results in direct greenhouse
gas emissions. An alternative is the principle of the adiabatic compressed air
energy storage (ACAES) power plant. In this storage concept, the heat generated
during the compression of the air is stored in a thermal energy storage unit
and used to reheat the air during discharging. Consequently, the plant has no
fuel demand [13]. Solid materials such as natural stone, ceramics, concrete and
cast iron or liquid media such as nitrate salt and mineral oil are particularly
suitable as thermal energy storage for ACAES [23]. The requirements for ACAES
thermal energy storage are higher than for other applications in terms of thermal
and mechanical stress due to high temperatures and pressures and low pressure
losses [13].

Another alternative to convert a compressed air storage power plant into
a carbon-free mode of operation is to use hydrogen instead of natural gas to
reheat the compressed air before expansion. This concept is called hydrogen
compressed air energy storage (HCAES). Figure 1 shows the process flow chart
of a proposed retrofit of the Huntorf CAES plant where part of the natural gas
is replaced by hydrogen [24]. The addition of a water electrolysis system and a
hydrogen storage results in additional storage flexibility.

There are various ways to supply hydrogen. However, only the principle of
water electrolysis is suitable for the emission-free and renewable supply of hydro-
gen. In this process, water (H2O) is broken down into hydrogen (H2) and oxygen
(O2) with the help of an electric current. There are three main water electrolysis
technologies: Alkaline electrolysis (AEL), polymer electrolyte electrolysis (PEM)
and high-temperature water-steam electrolysis (HTE) [25]. High-temperature
electrolyzers are not commercially available yet and will therefore not be included
in further analysis.

The storage of hydrogen without the use of compressed air can be classified
under the term power-to-gas-to-power. In a so-called hydrogen energy storage
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Fig. 1. Process flow chart of a proposed retrofit of the Huntorf CAES plant with a
partial replacement of natural gas with hydrogen and the addition of an electrolysis
system, a hydrogen storage cavern and recuperation [24].

(HES) power plant, electrical energy is converted into chemical energy in the
form of hydrogen, stored in gaseous form and later reconverted into electrical
energy. Gas turbine power plants, gas and steam power plants, combined heat
and power plants and fuel cells are suitable for reconversion to electricity. Exist-
ing gas-fired power plants can in principle be converted to burn hydrogen and,
when combined with hydrogen production and storage, can be further developed
into a HES power plant [26].

A (hydrogen) gas turbine power plant is very flexible, as the electrical out-
put can be varied between 0 and 100% of nominal power and the start-up time
is about 10 min [27]. Because of this flexibility, a gas turbine is to be preferred to
a gas and steam power plant or a combined heat and power plant for energy stor-
age plants. The combustion of hydrogen for heating compressed air poses some
challenges compared to the use of natural gas. The required mass flow is reduced
by 66%, whereby the volume flow is approximately three times greater due to the
lower density of hydrogen [28]. The flame speed of hydrogen, on the other hand, is
over four times higher than that of methane. The design of the combustion cham-
ber must be adapted so that the flame can be prevented from propagating into
the premixing zone [29]. Higher flame temperatures also lead to increased NOx
formation, which in turn leads to higher cooling requirements [28].

The cold combustion of hydrogen with fuel cells is also suitable for the reconver-
sion into electricity. Within a hydrogen fuel cell, hydrogen (H2) and oxygen (O2)
react and form water (H2O). However, hydrogen from salt caverns requires clean-
ing before it can be used in any fuel cell due to the purity requirements [30].

Table 2 shows an overview of the five large-scale energy storage power plant
concepts that will be investigated within this paper based on storing a gaseous
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Table 2. Overview of investigated large-scale energy storage power plant concepts.

Abbr. Description Storage medium Reconversion Figure

CAES Compressed air energy storage Compressed air Natural gas turbine Fig. 7

ACAES Adiabatic compressed air energy storage Compressed air and heat Expansion turbine Fig. 8

HCAES Hydrogen compressed air energy storage Compressed air and hydrogen Hydrogen gas turbine Fig. 9

HES-GT Hydrogen energy storage Hydrogen Hydrogen gas turbine Fig. 10

HES-FC Hydrogen energy storage Hydrogen Fuel cell Fig. 11

medium in underground salt caverns. The traditional diabatic CAES presents the
disadvantage of a natural gas demand. The logical improvements are the ACAES,
where the compression heat is stored, and the HCAES, where the natural gas
is replaced by hydrogen. The HES concept is a simplification of the HCAES
concept, where hydrogen is reconverted into energy using either an open gas
turbine cycle or a fuel cell instead of a compressed air power plant.

In all concepts, hydrogen is produced with water electrolysis and compressed
air and hydrogen are both stored in underground salt caverns, while heat is
stored in an overground thermal energy storage. Corresponding block diagrams
are provided in the appendix. Salt caverns are well suited for the storage of large
quantities of compressed air or hydrogen, as they have a high degree of imper-
meability even when operating on hydrogen, as well as high storage capacities
and negligible storage losses. Salt caverns are artificially created cavities in the
subsurface that are created with the process of solution mining. Until now, they
are mainly used for the storage of liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons [31].

3 Input Data

3.1 Thermodynamic Parameters

Table 3 in the appendix gives an overview of the input data that was used or
derived from different references. Some of these parameters will be explained in
detail in this section.

Salt Cavern: The geometric volume of a salt cavern describes the size of the
cavity. Typical geometric volumes of eligible salt caverns in Europe range from
100 000 m3 to 1 000 000 m3 and depend on the geological situation [32]. Depend-
ing on the cavern depth and the type of gas that is stored, maximum operating
pressures between 60 and 180 bar can be realized [33]. Within this research, a
volume of 500 000 m3 and a pressure range of 40 to 100 bar is assumed for all
salt caverns storing either air or hydrogen.

Electrolysis: Most commercial alkaline electrolysis systems (AEL) are operated
at a standard pressure of 10 to 30 bar, while polymer electrolysis systems (PEM)
can be operated at 20 to 50 bar. Cell temperatures range between 60 to 90 ◦C
(AEL) and 50 to 80 ◦C (PEM) [25]. Technology-independent average parameters
of 30 bar and 70 ◦C are assumed for further calculations.
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Table 3. Input data.

Symbol Value Description Ref.

VSC 500 000 m3 Geometric volume of the cavern [32]

pmin 40 bar Minimum operating pressure of the cavern [77]

pmax 100 bar Maximum operating pressure of the cavern [77]

ηC , ηT 0.85 Isentropic efficiency of compressor and turbine [17]

ηCC 0.995 Efficiency of the combustion chamber [44]

ηG 0.985 Efficiency of the synchronous machine [78]

εTS 0.9 Effectiveness of the heat exchanger (ACAES) [79]

ηE 0.65 Efficiency of the electrolysis system (HCAES, HES) Fig. 2

pE 30 bar Operating pressure of the electrolysis system (HCAES, HES) Sect. 3.1

TE 70 ◦C Operating temperature of the electrolysis system (HCAES, HES) Sect. 3.1

ηFC 0.5 Efficiency of the fuel cell system (HES-FC) Sect. 3

pout/pin 0.95 Pressure loss in combustion chamber (CAES, HCAES, HES-GT) [45]

Fig. 2. Efficiency of PEM and AEL electrolysis system dependent on future develop-
ment based on [12,25,34–41] and [42].

An important parameter is the efficiency of electrolysis, which is given in
MWhth/MWhel based on the lower heating value. A literature review of elec-
trolysis efficiencies for different technologies incl. peripheral components is shown
in Fig. 2. The trend lines are based on a first-degree polynomial. For 2022, the
mean value across both technologies is 65.04%. This value includes losses by the
secondary components such as pumps and the rectifier.

Fuel Cell: The efficiency of fuel cells is given in MWhel/MWhth and includes the
secondary components. Literature values range between 50% (today) and 60%
(future potential) according to [42]. Staffell et al. [30] give electrical efficiencies
between 35 and 60% depending on the technology. According to [43], efficiencies
range between 30% and 65% for different technologies. For the following research,
an efficiency of 50% is assumed.
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3.2 Specific Investment Costs

For estimating the costs of the components of a gas turbine power plant (com-
pressor, combustion chamber, turbine, heat exchanger and generator), the fol-
lowing equations are used based on [44] and [45].

CC = 39.5 $/(kg/s) · ṁA

0.9 − ηC
· βC · ln(βC) (1)

CCC = 25.65 $/(kg/s) · ṁA

0.995 − pout/pein

·
(
1 + e0.018

1
K ·Tout−26.4

)
(2)

CT = 266.3 $/(kg/s) · ṁA

0.92 − ηT
· ln(βT )

·
(
1 + e0.036

1
K ·Tein−54.4

)
(3)

CHE = 2290 $ · (AHE)0.6 (4)

CG = 26.18 $ · (PG)0.95 with PG in kWel (5)

The costs are converted to e using the average exchange rate of 2021 of 1e =
1.18 $. The corresponding operating data are extracted from the thermodynamic
calculations. βi is the pressure ratio and ηi is the isentropic efficiency.

Hydrogen Compressor: Equation 1 describes the costs of an air compressor
related to the mass flow of air. Since the material properties and compressor
technologies differ significantly for air and hydrogen, Eq. 1 cannot be used for
the single-stage compression of hydrogen. Instead, specific costs of 2491 $/kWel

are used to estimate the costs of hydrogen compressors [46].

Heat Exchanger: The CAES and HCAES concepts each have a two-stage
compression system with a heat exchanger after every compressor. The HCAES
and the two HES concepts have one heat exchanger at the outlet of the hydrogen
compressor. The costs for the heat exchangers in the compressor path are added
to the compressor costs. CAES and HCAES also have a recuperator that preheats
the compressed air from the cavern before it enters the HP combustion chamber.
The cost of the recuperator is also determined using Eq. 4 and added to the cost
of the turbine. The area of the heat exchangers AHE is calculated based on the
amount of heat to be exchanged, the charging and discharging duration, ideal
heat exchange condition and a heat exchange coefficient of 50 W/(m2 K) [47].

Salt Cavern: The investment costs of salt caverns fall exponentially with
increasing geometric volume due to economies of scale regarding the solution
mining process. As a guideline value, Stolzenburg et al. [36] name 60e/m3 for a
cavern with 500 000 m3 if no infrastructure is yet available on site. In [33], it is
stated that the investment costs range between 40e/m3 and 100e/m3 depend-
ing on the infrastructure and geological data situation. [48] quotes 72.32e/m3

for a 400 000 m3 cavern including costs for the soil survey, the construction and
the pipelines for water and brine. If two caverns are built, the costs for the second
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cavern are half of the costs for the first cavern, as the solution mining facilities
can be used for both caverns [36]. Within this research, a value of 75e/m3 is
assumed for one cavern and 56.25e/m3 per cavern for the HCAES concept with
two caverns.

Thermal Energy Storage: According to [49], the costs for a solid thermal
energy storage are 15 to 40e/kWhth and for a liquid thermal energy storage 20
to 50e/kWhth. Rundel et al. [50] specify investment costs of 30 to 40e/kWhth

(liquid salt medium) or 15 to 20e/kWhth (solid medium). In the following,
25e/kWhth is assumed.

Electrolysis: In order to estimate the investment costs of electrolysis systems,
an extensive literature review was carried out. The results for PEM and AEL
electrolysis systems including peripheral components are shown in Fig. 3. In addi-
tion, a trend line in the form of an exponential function was calculated for
each technology and across both technologies. For 2022, an average technology-
independent price of 1074e/kW based on the trend line is used for further
calculations.

Fuel Cell: Niakolas et al. [54] give costs of 4500 to 8000 e/kW for a stationary
fuel cell. The International Energy Agency gives investment costs between 3000
and 5000 $/kW in a 2015 publication [55] and 1600 $/kW in a 2019 publication
[42]. Maleki et al. [56] state 6667 $/kW and in [57], 5000 $/kW are given. In
[58], specific investment costs of 4000 to 5000e/kW are given for system with
more than 400 kW. In the following, specific investment costs of 2500e/kW are
assumed. This value already includes the costs for peripheral equipment.

Fig. 3. Development of investment costs for electrolysers of different technologies with
exponential trend line per electrolysis technology and technology-independent trend
line in black. Based on [12,25,34–40,42,51,52] and [53].
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4 Criteria for Comparison

4.1 Storage Capacity and Round-Trip Efficiency

Thermodynamic analyses of the concepts are based on the first and second law of
thermodynamics. The methodology is based on Safaei et al. [17]. One complete
charging and discharging cycle at full load is considered (no part-load operation).
The goal is to calculate the storage capacity in charging mode and the round-
trip efficiency based on a simplified process analysis. Block diagrams, detailed
formulae and input parameters are presented in the appendix. The following
assumptions are made:

• ideal gas conditions
• isentropic and adiabatic compression and expansion, isobaric heat exchange,

adiabatic storage
• variable compression and expansion rate according to the instantaneous cav-

ern pressure
• steady state conditions in the caverns at the beginning of each compression

and expansion process
• negligible mass of fuel in comparison to mass of air at the turbine inlet
• constant efficiencies at nominal operating point

The electrical storage capacity equals the amount of work needed for one
full charging cycle and is mainly determined by the size of the caverns, which is
predefined with 500 000 m3 (Sect. 3.1). Figure 4 shows the results of the thermo-
dynamic calculations. With 3.9GWh, the CAES has the lowest storage capacity
equal to the consumed energy in charging mode. The storage capacity of the
ACAES is slightly higher than that of the CAES, even though both concepts
use the same amount of air and the same pressure difference in the cavern.
But the outlet temperature of the ACAES compressors is higher in order to be
able to store more heat in the thermal energy storage. This increases the inlet
temperature and thus the energy demand of the high pressure compressor.

The HCAES concept includes two salt caverns: one for storing compressed
air and one for hydrogen. Only a fraction of the hydrogen storage is needed to
fully discharge the compressed air storage. The storage capacity of 14.5 GWh of
the HCAES in charging mode is composed of the work to compress air for one
full charging cycle of the air storage and the work to produce and compress as
much hydrogen as is needed for one discharging cycle of the air storage. If the
storage capacity of the HCAES is related to the possibility of storing surplus
energy, the storage capacity of the entire hydrogen storage must be added to
the capacity of the compressed air storage. This leads to a storage capacity of
85.7 GWh, which is slightly higher than for the HES concepts. At 81.8 GWh, the
storage capacity of both HES concepts equals the amount of electricity needed
to produce and compress hydrogen to be stored at 100 bar in a 500 000 m3 salt
cavern.

Because of the electrolysis operating pressure of 30 bar, the subsequent com-
pression of hydrogen requires only little energy compared to the energy demand
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Fig. 4. Charging storage capacity and round-trip efficiency based on thermodynamic
calculations and uniform input parameters.

of the electrolysis itself. In the HCAES, the consumed energy in charging mode
is composed of the work of the air compressor (27%), the electrolysis (72.3%)
and the hydrogen compressor (0.7,%). In the HES concept, 99.2% of the work
in charging mode is used for the electrolysis and 0.8% for the subsequent com-
pression of the hydrogen.

The round-trip efficiency is defined as the quotient of the discharged energy
divided by the charged energy during one full charging and discharging cycle. For
all concepts except the CAES, this corresponds to the consumed and generated
electrical energy respectively. The CAES has an additional fuel demand, which
is added to the electrical energy demand in the denominator (Eq. 22). The fuel
demand accounts for 63.1% of the total energy demand of the CAES.

The round-trip efficiency of the conventional CAES is 52.6%. For ACAES,
the round-trip efficiency increases to 68.7% because most of the heat that accu-
mulates when compressing air is stored and used during discharging mode. On
the other hand, if the compressed air storage power plant is operated with hydro-
gen (HCAES), the round-trip efficiency decreases to 38.5% because of the addi-
tional work required to produce and compress hydrogen. Using compressed air
in the hydrogen combustion chamber increases the fuel efficiency, which is why
the round-trip efficiency of HCAES is higher than of the HES-GT. The same
correlation can be seen in [59] when comparing CAES to an open gas turbine
cycle. The round-trip efficiency of the HES-FC concept is slightly higher than
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the round-trip efficiency of the HES-GT concept because the fuel cell in the
reconversion path has a higher efficiency than the gas turbine.

To discuss the results, values are compared to suitable literature. The existing
CAES plant in McIntosh (USA) has, in contrast to the plant in Huntorf, a
recuperator and a round-trip efficiency of 54% [13], which confirms the calculated
value of 52.6%. Schmidt et al. [8] specify a round-trip efficiency of 44% without
detailing the CAES concept. For ACAES round-trip efficiencies, values of 68.8%
[4], 71%% [6], 70 to 89% [9], 63% [10] and 70% [13] are given in the literature.
The calculated value of 68.7% lies on the lower end of that range.

Hydrogen energy storage (HES) efficiencies of 39.9% [4], 42% [6] and 40%
[8] are given in the literature without specifying the reconversion path. The
round-trip efficiency of HES-GT is given with 43% in [10] and 24% in [11]. The
efficiency in [10] is a little higher because they assume an electrolysis efficiency
of 73%. HES-FC efficiencies are given with 30 to 42% in [9] and 48% in [10]
(higher electrolysis efficiency).

Comparing the results to the round-trip efficiency of pumped hydro storage
(PHS) and lithium-ion battery storage systems (Li-Ion), it becomes apparent
that both technologies possess higher efficiencies than cavern-based storage con-
cepts. For PHS, values of 79.2% [4], 85% [6], 65% [7], 78% [8] and 70 to 82% [9]
are stated in the literature. Lithium-Ion batteries have even greater efficiencies
of e.g. 85 to 95% [7], 86% [8], 85 to 95% [9] and 93.5% [11].

4.2 Technology Readiness Level

The technology readiness level (TRL) is used to compare the maturity of different
types of technology. A TRL of 1 implies the lowest maturity where only basic
principles were observed thus far. A TRL of 9 describes the highest maturity
and entails that the actual system is proven in an operational environment and
that competitive manufacturing of key technologies is available [60].

CAES shows the best commercial viability since it is the only concept which
has been commissioned so far. It is assigned a TRL of 8, meaning the system
is complete and qualified for operation, due to the fact that only two plants
worldwide are in operation [61].

As for ACAES, the thermal energy storage restricts its commercial viability.
High temperatures are needed to keep the number of compressor and turbine
stages low. Ideally, the thermal storage must operate adiabatically and isobari-
cally and have a good partial load efficiency with regard to lower air mass flows.
As a result, such thermal storage must have a significantly larger heat transfer
surface than conventional heat exchangers [18]. Additionally, compressors for
ACAES are different than conventional air compressors because the objective is
to recover as much heat as possible to store and use during discharging mode.
Conventional compressors are designed to dissipate as much heat as possible
during the compression process. The TRL of ACAES is therefore rated with 4
(the technology is validated in a lab) according to [61].

The TRL of electrolysis depends heavily on the technology and the rated
power. Pinsky et al. [62] assume a TRL of 9 for alkaline electrolysis and 6–8 for
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PEM. The largest operating electrolysis with 20 MW is the Air Liquide Becan-
cour Project in Canada according to the IAE [63]. Over 200 projects worldwide
with electrolysis systems in the MW and GW range have been announced for
the coming 15 years [63]. Independent on the type of electrolysis, the TRL of an
electrolysis system in the 100 MW range is set at 7, meaning a system prototype
in an operational environment was demonstrated.

The storage of hydrogen in underground salt caverns requires only minor
research and development efforts because of the long experience with storing
natural gas. Research questions concern mainly the cement integrity and spec-
ifications for the utilized overground equipment. So far, several salt caverns in
the UK and the US have been operated with hydrogen for up to 40 years [33].
Because no hydrogen salt cavern has been put into operation recently, a TRL of
8 is assigned.

Large-scale hydrogen gas turbines are not yet commercially available, even
though technological modifications would only be moderate [55]. The IEA rates
the maturity of hydrogen gas turbines with “pre-commercial demonstration”
[64]. As one of the leading gas turbine providers, Siemens Energy states that
they have one medium-scale gas turbine model with up to 38 MW that can be
operated with pure hydrogen and a large-scale gas turbine that runs on up to 60%
hydrogen [26]. A gas turbine by GE with 11.4 MW has been operated with 97.5%
hydrogen since 2010 [29]. The TRL of hydrogen gas turbines is consequently
rated with 7 (system prototype demonstration in operational environment).

Commercially available fuel cells present to date rated powers of up to 11 MW
according to [65]. There is however still research and prototyping needed to
increase the maturity of multi-MW fuel cells with regard to robustness and
manufacturability [65]. The IEA assumes a maturity of high-temperature fuel
cells between “pre-commercial demonstration” and “commercial operation in
relevant environment” [64]. In conclusion, the TRL of large-scale hydrogen fuel
cells is assumed at 6, meaning the technology has been demonstrated in a relevant
environment.

The technology readiness level of each storage plant concept equals the min-
imum TRL of any component, as it is the limiting factor [62]. Therefore, the
TRL of CAES is 8, while HCAES and HES-GT present a TRL of 7. The TRL
of HES-FC is 6 and the ACAES concept has the lowest TRL with 4 due to the
thermal energy storage.

4.3 Investment Costs

In the following, the power-related and capacity-related investment costs of the
storage power plant concepts are estimated. Costs for project planning, land use,
site development, access roads and grid connection are not taken into account.

The costs scale with the nominal power of the components. For comparability,
charging and discharging nominal electrical power are therefore set equal for all
concepts. As these concepts are predefined as long-term storage power plants, the
discharging duration is set to be at least 24 h [3, Chap. 2]. The ACAES has the
lowest discharging capacity and thus determines the nominal power of 128.3 MW.
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This results in charging durations of more than 600 h for the HES concepts
for one full charging cycle due to the high storage capacity of the hydrogen
storage cavern. The nominal power in both charging and discharging mode and
the resulting charging and discharging durations of the concepts are shown in
Table 4 in the appendix. The nominal power in charging mode is divided between
compressed air and, if applicable, electrolysis and hydrogen compression scaling
with the energy demand. The investment costs of each concept are based on the
nominal electrical power and the specific investment costs (Sect. 3.2). Table 5 in
the appendix shows the resulting total investment costs for each component for
the five storage power plant concepts.

Figure 5 shows the specific investment costs of the concepts related to the
nominal power and the storage capacity in charging mode. With 402e/MW, the
power-related specific investment costs of the CAES are the lowest. In contrast,
the power-related specific investment costs of the HES-FC are ten times higher
with the fuel cell being the most expensive component, accounting for 64% of the
total costs. Despite the costs for the second cavern, the HCAES is less expensive
than the HES-GT because the electrolysis is smaller. The ACAES concept has
the highest capacity-related investment costs. This is mainly due to the thermal
energy storage, which accounts for 63% of the total costs. The capacity-related
investment costs of the HES-GT are the lowest.

Table 4. Nominal electrical power (equal in charging and discharging mode) and charg-
ing and discharging duration of each energy storage concept.

Concept Nominal power Charging duration Discharging duration

CAES 128.3MW 30.6 h 43.6 h

ACAES 128.3MW 34.9 h 24 ha

HCAES 128.3MW 113.3 h 43.6 h

HES-GT 128.3MW 637.6 h 179.8 h

HES-FC 128.3MW 637.6 h 228.4 h
aReference parameter.

Table 5. Component investment costs and total investment costs for each energy
storage concept.

Component CAES ACAES HCAES HES-GT HES-FC

Air compressor 9.23Mioe 5.73Mioe 3.25Mioe - -

Electrolysis - - 99.70Mioe 136.67Mioe 136.67Mioe

Hydrogen compressor - - 3.05Mioe 3.67Mioe 3.67Mioe

Compressed air storage 37.50Mioe 37.50Mioe 28.13Mioe - -

Hydrogen storage - - 28.13Mioe 37.50Mioe 37.50Mioe

Heat storage - 83.43Mioe - - -

Turbine 3.25Mioe 4.48Mioe 2.91Mioe 10.21Mioe -

Fuel cell - - - - 320.83Mioe

Motor/Generator 1.58Mioe 1.58Mioe 1.58Mioe 1.58Mioe 0.02Mioe

Sum 51.63Mioe 132.73Mioe 166.74Mioe 189.63Mioe 498.69Mioe
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Fig. 5. Specific investment costs of the storage power plant concepts related to the
nominal power and the storage capacity in charging mode.

To contextualize the results, it is attempted to compare the calculations to
suitable literature. [8] give investment costs for conventional CAES of 871 $/kW,
while [14] state a range from 400 to 1000e/kW. Capacity related investment
costs are specified with 39 $/kW [8] and 2 to 120e/kWh [14].

Literature values for power-related investment costs for ACAES include
910 e/kW [4] and 893e/kW [9] and for capacity-related investment costs
21 e/kWh [4], 46 $/kWh [6] and 92 e/kWh [9].

Power-related investment costs of HES are given with 2500e/kW in [4],
5417 $/kW in [8] and 1570e/kW (HES-GT) resp. 3243e/kW (HES-FC) in
[9]. Capacity-related investment costs vary widely between 0.3e/kWh [4],
151$/kWh [6], 31 $/kWh [8] and 262e/kWh (HES-GT) resp. 540e/kWh (HES-
FC) [9] in corresponding literature.

The values of the cavern-based storage concepts can be compared to pumped
hydro storage (PHS) and lithium-ion (Li-Ion) batteries to evaluate the results.
Power-specific investment costs of pumped hydro storage (PHS) are with e.g.
487e/kWh [4], 1129 $/kW [8] and 1406e/kW [9] in the same range of costs
for all three CAES concepts and HES-GT. Capacity-related investment costs
of PHS (e.g. 57 e/kWh [4], 97 $/kWh [6], 80 $/kWh [8] and 137e/kWh [9])
are considerably higher than the costs of every cavern-based storage concept.
Li-Ion batteries have average power-related investment costs (e.g. 678 $/kW [8],
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1160e/kW [9]), but substantially higher capacity-related investment costs (e.g.
802 $/kWh [8], 546e/kWh [9]).

4.4 Additional Non-countable Criteria for Comparison

Additional criteria, that will be compared based on qualitative correlations,
include ability to provide of ancillary services, storage losses, greenhouse gas
emissions and demand for land. In order to be able to compare the storage
power plant concepts on the basis of all quantitative and qualitative criteria,
a ranking is established for each criterion. For the quantitative criteria, this is
done using the numerical values of the calculated parameters (e.g. the concept
with the highest round-trip efficiency is ranked first and the concept with the
lowest round-trip efficiency is ranked fifth). The ranking of qualitative criteria is
done using comparison of pairs. This method allows the systematic comparison
of non-countable criteria by comparing each concept pairwise to another concept
with regard to one criterion. If concept A is better than concept B, A receives
two points while B receives zero points. If both are equal, both concepts receive
one point. Ranks are established based on the sum of points of each concept.

Ancillary Services: The demand and supply of power in a power grid needs to
be balanced at every instance to ensure proper operation. Unforeseen deviations
of the demand or the supply have to be managed by making use of the flexibility
of the grid participants. These so-called ancillary services are frequency control,
voltage control, system control and system restoration [66]. The frequency con-
trol includes instantaneous reserve, primary balancing reserve, secondary balanc-
ing reserve and minute reserve. All but the instantaneous reserve are managed
within their own reserve market.

The dynamic simulation of different storage concepts providing ancillary ser-
vice can be witnessed in corresponding literature and is not within the scope of
this research. Calero et al. [67] developed a dynamic model of a CAES with a
detailed submodel for the synchronous machine and showed that a CAES is well
suited to provide primary frequency control. The dynamic behavior of a hybrid
storage system consisting of ACAES and flywheel energy storage is analyzed in
[68]. Within this approach, the ACAES is used to compensate fluctuating wind
power generation with low frequency and high amplitude (f ≤ 0.5 Hz).

Within this research, the provision of instantaneous reserve by the power
unit of the storage power plant is considered. The power unit is either a syn-
chronous machine, an inverter or a rectifier, depending on the storage concept.
Historically, instantaneous reserve has been mostly provided by generators of
fossil power plants. For 2030, roughly two thirds of the demand for instanta-
neous reserve have to be provided by alternative sources [66]. According to [69],
a CAES or ACAES plant can provide instantaneous reserve in charging and
discharging mode with its synchronous machine, whereas a HES-GT can only
provide it in discharging mode. Power electronics, such as the rectifier of the
electrolysis system and the inverter of the fuel cell, can emulate the behavior
of a synchronous machine and therefore provide instantaneous reserve with a
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suitable control system. However, the system either needs additional short term
energy storage or has to be operated below the rated power for supplying energy
for the virtual inertia. Suitable short term energy storage technologies are e.g.
supercapacitors and flywheels [70].

The provision of instantaneous reserve is ranked best for CAES, ACAES and
HCAES because all concepts use a synchronous machine in both charging and
discharging mode. The HES-GT uses a synchronous motor in charging mode
only for the compression of hydrogen with little power demand, but the concept
possesses a synchronous generator for the gas turbine in discharging mode. The
HES-FC is ranked worst because it includes only a small motor for hydrogen
compression and a rectifier and an inverter which have to be modified to provide
instantaneous reserve.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions: The diabatic compressed air storage power plant
is the only concept that has direct carbon emissions due to the use of natural gas.
When hydrogen is burned in the HCAES and HES-GT concepts, however, the
high flame temperatures lead to increased amounts of nitrogen oxide, which has
noxious effects. The combustion of pure hydrogen produces almost four times as
much NOx as the combustion of methane [28]. This results in the shared first
rank for ACAES and HES-FC (no emissions), the shared third rank for HCAES
and HES-GT (no carbon emissions) and the last rank for CAES.

Storage Losses: Salt caverns are technically tight due to good creep properties
of the salt rock, as long as the maximum operating pressure is maintained [32].
The losses of a thermal energy storage are 2 to 4% of the storage capacity per
day [49]. This results in the divided first rank for every storage concept except
ACAES (rank 5).

Demand for Land: The CAES shows the lowest demand for land, since the
only overground facilities are the compressors, combustion chambers, turbines
and recuperation. Because of the electrolysis, the demand for land of HCAES
and HES-GT is slightly higher. The fuel cell of the HES-FC increases the demand
for land additionally. The ACAES has the highest demand for land because of
the thermal energy storage [18].

5 Results of Comparison

The results of the comparison of the five storage concepts based on quantitative
and qualitative criteria are shown in Fig. 6. The axis represents the rank of each
concept, with x = 1 being the best rank and x = 5 being the worst rank. A
smaller outline represents a better overall performance.

If all criteria are weighted equally, the HCAES concept shows the best average
rank with 2.0, followed by the CAES with 2.1. The HES-GT concept has an
average rank of 2.3, while HES-FC and ACAES have average ranks of 3 and
3.2 respectively. However, depending on the situation, not all criteria should be
weighted equally.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the storage power plant concepts based on quantitative and
qualitative criteria by means of a ranking based on a pairwise comparison (x = 1 being
the best rank and x = 5 being the worst rank).

Within a renewable energy system, the CAES cannot be used because of its
direct carbon dioxide emissions, which can be considered as a knock-out cri-
terion with regard to climate change restrictions. ACAES should not be used
for long-term storage of electrical energy because of high storage losses between
operation. The low round-trip efficiency of HES-GT becomes less relevant in an
energy system with a high amount of excess renewable energy. If the goal is to
store as much excess renewable energy as possible, the HES-GT and the HES-FC
are most suitable because of high charging capacities and low capacity-related
investment costs. On the other side, HES-FC is not suitable for peak shaving
due to high power-related investment costs. The high demand for land of both
ACAES and HES-FC becomes less significant if the land is abundant or can be
used additionally by installing a solar system on the rooftop of the overground
facilities. For energy storage solutions that can be installed in the short-term
future, HCAES and HES-GT are most suitable due to high technology readi-
ness levels. With further development of thermal energy storage and large-scale
stationary fuel cells, both ACAES and HES-FC become more viable.

6 Discussion

The thermodynamic analysis of the concepts is a simplified representation of the
reality. A more detailed analysis goes beyond the scope of this paper. Further
analysis should include part-load efficiencies of the compressor and the turbine
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dependent on the instantaneous pressure ratio due to the pressure change in the
cavern, as it is seen in [71]. Zhao et al. [68] formulate dynamic compressor and
turbine models using variable isentropic efficiencies and specific heat capacities.
Due to the variable output pressure, compressors and turbines also have to oper-
ate with variable mass flows to achieve constant power. This presents significant
challenges to the design and operation of all compressed air concepts [18]. Addi-
tionally, both the compression, the expansion and the storage are assumed to be
adiabatic. For a more detailed analysis, the heat exchange with the environment
should be considered, as it is done for the storage cavern of an ACAES for exam-
ple in [72] and [73]. Round-trip efficiencies can also be calculate and compared
based on exergy instead of energy, as it is seen for example for a CAES in [59].

Furthermore, the thermodynamic process of each concept can be optimized
with further research. For example, most fuel cells are operated at low pressures,
often ambient pressure. With an additional expansion turbine between the salt
cavern and the fuel cell, the discharging work and thus the efficiency would
increase. In the other concepts, an additional expansion turbine at the outlet of
the storage cavern can also decrease the operating pressure and thus the costs
of turbines and combustion chambers.

Hydrogen components such as electrolyzers and fuel cells are the subject of
various research projects and present a high development potential regarding
efficiency and investment costs. The efficiency of the electrolysis is expected to
rise to 68% by 2050 (Fig. 2). At the same time, fuel cell efficiencies are expected
to increase to 60% [74]. This would lead to an increase in round-trip efficiency for
HCAES to 41.4%, HES-GT to 31.1% and HES-FC to 44.9%. Further improve-
ment of efficiencies of gas turbine components are not expected.

Additionally, it is expected that electrolysis costs decrease to 414e/kW by
2050 (Fig. 3) while fuel cell costs could decrease by 63% if the production rate
increases from 100 to 50000 units per year [75] or by 45% in 2030 compared
to 2021 [65]. This would lead to a decrease in total investment costs by 37%
(HCAES), 45% (HES-GT) and 56% (HES-FC with 1000e/kW for fuel cells).

As mentioned before, costs for project planning where not taken into account.
It is to be suspected that those costs rise with lower technology readiness levels
because of the increasing need for system engineering. With a TRL of 8, the
CAES is expected to have the lowest project planning costs. With low TRL,
HES-FC and ACAES are expected to have significantly higher project planning
costs. This would lead to even higher differences in power-related investment
costs but more levelized capacity-related investment costs if project planning
costs are considered.

7 Conclusion

This paper aims at comparing different concepts for large-scale, long-term energy
storage based on storing air or hydrogen in salt caverns. Five concepts are consid-
ered: diabatic compressed air energy storage (CAES), adiabatic compressed air
energy storage (ACAES), hydrogen compressed air energy storage (HCAES),
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hydrogen energy storage with a gas turbine (HES-GT) and hydrogen energy
storage with a fuel cell (HES-FC). Uniform input data is defined for the thermo-
dynamic calculation of storage capacity and the round-trip efficiency based on
the first and second law of thermodynamics. Specific investment cost equations
for gas turbine power plant components are derived from technical correlations.
Additionally, specific investment costs of salt cavern, electrolysis, fuel cell and
thermal energy storage are derived from an extensive literature review. The con-
cepts are also compared based on the technology readiness level, provision of
ancillary services, storage losses, greenhouse gas emissions and demand for land.

The ACAES presents the highest efficiency with 69%, while HES-GT has the
lowest efficiency with 28%. The other concepts range between 53% (CAES), 39%
(HCAES) and 36% (HES-FC). The storage capacity of CAES and ACAES is less
than 5 GWh. The storage capacity of both HES concepts is 20 times higher with
over 80 GWh. This results in charging durations of 30 h (CAES) to 630 h (HES)
for a nominal electrical power of 130 MW.

Total investment costs for a storage power plant with 130 MW in charging
and discharging mode range between 52 Mioe (CAES) and 499 Mioe (HES-FC).
The components with the highest investment costs are the electrolysis of HCAES
and HES, the thermal energy storage of ACAES and the fuel cell of HES-FC. Air
and hydrogen compressors, turbines and the generator are far less expensive in
comparison. Specific investment costs related to the nominal power assume val-
ues of 402e/kW (CAES) to 3886e/kW (HES-FC) and are competitive to costs
of pumped hydro storage and lithium-ion batteries. Capacity-related investment
costs lie below 30e/kWh for every concept and are therefore considerably lower
than for PHS and Li-Ion.

All concepts have different advantages and disadvantages. The diabatic
CAES is the only concept with direct carbon emissions, but it is also the only
concepts that has been commissioned so far. To eliminate carbon emissions, the
compression heat can be stored and used during expansion or natural gas can
be substituted with hydrogen. Existing CAES plants can be transformed into a
hydrogen compressed air energy storage plant by substituting natural gas with
hydrogen. This approach has been researched recently regarding the Huntorf
CAES power plant in Germany [76]. The transformation not only leads to zero
carbon emissions, it also greatly improves the operational flexibility of the plant
by adding an electrolysis system and a hydrogen cavern [24]. The storage of
compressed air leads to better fuel efficiencies of the HCAES compared to a
hydrogen gas turbine power plant (HES-GT).

Appendix

Thermodynamic Calculations

The round-trip efficiency and the storage capacity are calculated using simplified
thermodynamic correlations based on the first and second law of thermodynam-
ics. The approach is based on and explained in detail in [17].
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Fig. 7. Block diagram of a compressed air energy storage power plant (CAES), C -
compressor, HE - heat exchanger, SC - salt cavern, R - recuperation, CC - combustion
chamber, T - turbine, LP - low pressure, HP - high pressure.

CAES: Figure 7 shows the block diagram of the compressed air energy storage
concept.

In charging mode, the input temperature of the cavern is predetermined and
corresponds to the output temperature of the HP heat exchanger (TSC,in =
THE,HP,out = 30 ◦C). It is assumed that the output temperature of the LP
heat exchanger, and thus the input temperature of the HP compressor, also
corresponds to the input temperature of the cavern (TC,HP,in = THE,LP,out =
TSC,in). The LP compressor input temperature equals the ambient temperature.
The mass of air stored during charging mode is equal to Eq. 6.

mA,ch =
V · (pmax − pmin)

R · κ · TSC,in
(6)

The entire work of compressing air during charging mode is comprised of the
work of the LP and the HP compressor.

WC,A =
∫ pmax

pmin

dWC,A,LP +
∫ pmax

pmin

dWC,A,HP (7)

dWC,A,i = cP · (TC,i,in − TC,i,out) dmA,ch (8)

TC,i,out = TC,i,in − TC,i,in − TC,i,out,mom

ηC
(9)

TC,i,out,mom = TC,i,in ·
(√

pSC

p0

)κ−1
κ

(10)

dmA,ch =
V

R · κ · TSC,in
dpSC (11)
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The work of both turbines in discharging mode is calculated according to Eq. 12.
The inlet temperature of the HP turbine is set at 530 ◦C, while the inlet tem-
perature of the LP turbine is 850 ◦C.

WT =
∫ pmax

pmin

dWT,HP +
∫ pmax

pmin

dWT,LP (12)

dWT,i = cP · (TT,i,in − TT,i,out) dmA,dch (13)
TT,i,out = TT,i,in − ηT · (TT,i,in − TT,i,out,mom) (14)

TT,i,out,mom = TT,i,in ·
(√

p0
pSC

)κ−1
κ

(15)

dmA,dch =
V

R · κ · TSC
dpSC (16)

TSC = TSC,max ·
(

pSC

pmax

)κ−1
κ

(17)

The fuel requirement equals the energy demand to heat the air to the turbine
inlet temperature (Eq. 18). Before the HP combustion chamber, the air is heated
by recuperation with TR = 130 ◦C as the outlet temperature of the exhaust gas
(see Eq. 21).

QCC =
∫ pmax

pmin

dQCC,HP +
∫ pmax

pmin

dQCC,LP (18)

dQCC,LP = cP · (TCC,LP,out − TCC,LP,in) dmA,dch

= cP · (TT,LP,in − TT,HP,out) dmA,dch (19)
dQCC,HP = cP · (TCC,HP,out − TCC,HP,in) dmA,dch

= cP · (TT,HP,in − TCC,HP,in) dmA,dch (20)
TCC,HP,in = TSC + (TT,LP,out − TR) (21)

The round-trip efficiency of a CAES equals the work of the turbine divided by
the sum of the compressor work and the fuel demand.

ηCAES =
WT

|WC,A| + QCC
(22)

ACAES: The block diagram of the adiabatic compressed air energy storage
concept is shown in Fig. 8.

The calculation of the compressor work in charging mode is analogue to the
CAES (Eq. 6 to 11). However, the maximum output temperature of the HP
compressor is a predefined parameter of 600 ◦C. Thus, the input temperature
TC,HP,in can be calculated with Eq. 9 and 10.

The amount of heat the thermal energy storage i (HP or LP) delivers in
discharging mode corresponds to the amount of heat stored in charging mode
minus the losses defined by the effectiveness of the thermal energy storage with
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Fig. 8. Block diagram of an adiabatic compressed air energy storage power plant
(ACAES), C - compressor, TS - thermal energy storage, SC - salt cavern, T - tur-
bine, LP - low pressure, HP - high pressure.

TTS,HP,dch,in = TSC and TTS,LP,dch,in = TT,HP,out.

QTS,i,dch =
∫ pmax

pmin

dQTS,i,dch = εTS · QTS,i,ch (23)

dQTS,i,dch = cp · (TTS,i,dch,out − TTS,i,dch,in)dmA,ch (24)

The temperature at the inlet of the HP turbine is equal to the temperature at the
outlet of the HP thermal storage (TT,HP,in = TTS,HP,dch,out). The calculation of
the turbine work in discharging mode is analogue to the CAES (Eq. 12 to 17).

The round-trip efficiency of the ACAES equals the turbine work divided by
the compressor work:

ηACAES =
WT

|WC,A| (25)

HCAES: Figure 9 shows the block diagram of the hydrogen compressed air
energy storage concept.

The calculations of the consumed work to compress the air in charging mode
and the turbine work during discharging mode as well as the fuel demand are
analogue to the CAES. The energy demand of the electrolysis is determined
using the fuel demand and the efficiency. From the fuel demand and the lower
heating value LHVH , the mass of hydrogen is obtained.

WE =
QCC

ηE
(26)

mH,ch = mH,dch =
QE

LHVH
(27)

After electrolysis, the hydrogen is compressed to the pressure of the cavern with
a single-stage compression including downstream cooling. The inlet temperature
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Fig. 9. Block diagram of a hydrogen compressed air energy storage power plant
(HCAES), E - electrolysis, C - compressor, HE - heat exchanger, SC - salt cavern,
R - recuperation, CC - combustion chamber, T - turbine, LP - low pressure, HP - high
pressure.

of the cavern is predefined analogue to the CAES. The input temperature of the
compressor corresponds to the operating temperature of the electrolysis. The
work of the hydrogen compressors is calculated analogously to the compression
of compressed air (Eq. 8 to 11). However, during a complete charging cycle of
the compressed air storage, the hydrogen storage is only filled to a fraction. For
simplification, it is assumed that pmin,H corresponds to the mean pressure in
the cavern.

WC,H =
∫ pmax,H

pmin,H

dWC,H (28)

pmax,H =
mH,ch · RH · κ · TSC,in

VH
+ pmin,H (29)

The round-trip efficiency of the HCAES is thus:

ηHCAES =
WT

|WC,A| + WE + |WC,H | . (30)
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Fig. 10. Block diagram of a hydrogen energy storage power plant with a gas turbine
(HES-GT), E - electrolysis, C - compressor, HE - heat exchanger, SC - salt cavern, CC
- combustion chamber, T - turbine, LP - low pressure, HP - high pressure.

HES-GT: The block diagram of the hydrogen energy storage concept with a
gas turbine is shown in Fig. 10.

For both HES concepts, the hydrogen storage is fully charged during one
charging cycle. The mass of hydrogen and the work of the electrolysis in charging
mode equal:

mH,ch =
(pmax − pmin) VH

RH · κ · TSK,ein
(31)

WE =
mH,ch · LHVH

ηE
. (32)

The work of the hydrogen compressor is calculated analogously to the HCAES.
But in contrast to the HCAES, the hydrogen cavern is completely filled within
one charging cycle in the HES. For this reason, the limits of the integrals corre-
spond to the minimum and maximum operating pressure of the cavern. Equa-
tions 8 to 11 apply.

The mass of hydrogen during discharging mode is used to determine the
amount of heat the hydrogen can deliver during discharging mode based on the
lower heating value.
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QH = mH,dch · LHVH (33)

mH,dch =
VH

RH
·
(

pmin

TSC,min,dch
+

pmax − pmin

κ · TSC,ein

)

·
(

1 −
(

pmin

pmax

) 1
κ

)
(34)

TSC,min,dch = TSC,max,dch ·
(

pmax

pmin

)(κ−1
κ )

(35)

In classical gas turbine power plants, the turbine inlet temperatures are
between 1000 ◦C and 1500 ◦C because the combustion air is not cooled to store
in the salt cavern as in the CAES [27]. For this reason, the turbine inlet temper-
atures for the HES-GT are assumed to be 500 K higher than for the compressed
air storage power plant. To determine the air demand during discharging mode,
the volume-specific fuel demand qH is calculated. Equation 9 to 11 and 19 also
apply.

qH =
QH

VA
=

∫ pmax

pmin
dQCC,HP +

∫ pmax

pmin
dQCC,LP

VA
(36)

dQCC,HP = cP · (TCC,HP,aus − TCC,HP,ein) dmA,dch

= cP · (TT,HP,ein − TC,HP,aus) dmA,dch (37)

VA =
QH

qH
=

mH,dch · LHVH

qH
(38)

The work required to compress the air (WC,A) is calculated using Eq. 6 to 11.
The work that is recovered during the expansion of the air in the two turbines
(WT ) is determined using Eq. 12 to 17.

The round-trip efficiency of the HES-GT equals the work of the turbine minus
the work of the air compressor divided by the sum of the work of the electrolysis
and the work of the hydrogen compressor.

ηHES−GT =
WT − |WC,A|
WE + |WC,H | (39)

HES-FC: Figure 11 shows the block diagram of the hydrogen energy storage
concept with a fuel cell.

The work of the electrolysis and the hydrogen compression in charging mode
is calculated analogously to HES-GT. In discharging mode, the amount of hydro-
gen available is determined using Eq. 34. For the work that is recovered in the
fuel cell, the following equation applies.

WFC = mH,dch · LHVH · ηFC (40)

The round-trip efficiency of the HES-FC is calculated with:

ηHES−FC =
WFC

WE + |WC,H | . (41)
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Fig. 11. Block diagram of a hydrogen energy storage power plant with a fuel cell (HES-
FC), E - electrolysis, C - compressor, HE - heat exchanger, SC - salt cavern, FC - fuel
cell.
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